Equine Reiki
Heal with Heart & Soul

COURSE OVERVIEW - 2019

Tanran Reiki II & Equine Reiki II
Practitioner
3 day training

To offer Equine Reiki courses springs from our deep desire to make our planet
a better place for the animals, and horses in particular, one human at a time.

SOULANSWERS AND SOULSCAPE REIKI
SONJA BOLLNOW / JENNY MCKENZIE
TANRAN REIKI MASTERS AND FACILITATORS OF EQUINE REIKI AND EQUINE
RETREATS

about tanran reiki II & equine reiki II
practitioner
Tanran & Equine Reiki Level II is your Practitioner Training. You feel the call to be a Healer and
certainly want to live life more fulfilled and aligned with your heart’s desire. You feel a wish to
help people and animals heal and make life better for them.
Doing this Level doesn’t mean you have to become a Practitioner but you are fully trained for
that. Yet attending this Level can just be because you want to take healing to the next level for
yourself, learn more and receive a much deeper understanding of the Reiki energy – or simply
because you know it is so incredibly powerful to be immersed in the energy for several days in a
row.
This three-day course offers you the opportunity to go much deeper into the energy and learn
more advanced techniques. You learn how to do remote healings, an important and exciting
part of your professional practice, create and work in sacred space, how to read and shift energy
and how to be with your Reiki guidance. It’s about you becoming so familiar with the Reiki
energy that it is second nature to you.
You receive your Level II attunement which supports an expanded opening of your energy
channels. Additionally you receive the other Reiki and Tanran Reiki symbols and learn how to
work with them. The Reiki symbols connect you more deeply to the universal energy, and you
begin to draw on and invoke the qualities that the symbols represent. Again, this includes the
ability to provide remote Reiki, or sending healing energy to individuals or animals no matter
where they may be.
The Practitioner course offers you the opportunity to:
Deepen your Reiki work, especially as it relates to horses
Explore and help others with remote healing
Learn and practice advanced Reiki techniques
Receive Reiki sessions from horses
Expand your intuitive awareness and animal communication skills
Create and work in sacred space
Deepen your spiritual development and live more aligned to the Reiki Precepts
Develop a professional Human and Equine Reiki business
If you have reached that place where you know you want to open to the spiritual connection and
wisdom of horse, deepen your Reiki work and possibly want to offer it professionally as a stand
alone or complementary to any existing healing modality, then the Reiki II Training is the next
step along your journey.
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course includes
The three-day course includes:
Pre-course study of approx. 6 hours
A three-day training workshop (approx. 9am-6pm)
Group and one-on-one: instruction, meditations,
learning and discussions
Working with and offering Reiki to humans and
horses in practical sessions
Receiving Reiki from horses
Learning how to include horses for human
healing
Strictly limited class size with 2 dedicated
teachers
A detailed course manual
Post study and lifelong Practitioner support
Listing of your Equine Reiki Business on the
Equine Reiki website
And of course, morning and afternoon tea
Upon successful completion of the three-day
training you will attain your Tanran Reiki Level II and
Equine Reiki Level II Certificates. With the Level II
certification you are fully accredited to work as a
Reiki Practitioner, with access to insurance and
associations.

course fees

Early Bird: $860 – closes 45 days prior to the course commencement date
Full Payment: $920
Deposit: A deposit of $200 (transferable, non-refundable) secures your place. The
balance is due 14 days prior to course commencement.
Cancellations: ·Made up to 14 days prior to the start of the workshop will be
refunded minus the non-refundable but transferable deposit of $200.
Cancellations made later than that will NOT be refunded. In exceptional
circumstances, and purely at our discretion, you may be allowed to transfer to
another course date though.
Payment plans: You agree to adhere to the agreed payment schedule. If you are
on a payment plan you will receive your Certificates only after the course has been
paid for in full.
Registration: Closes 14 days prior to course commencement
Refresh Fees: $250 for the full three days (for anyone who has completed their
Level II with Equine Reiki previously)
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course overview
Tanran Reiki II & Equine Reiki II
Practitioner Training
Approx. Times: 9am – 6pm each day. Short breaks are provided
throughout the day, as well as a break for lunch.

You will learn the symbols and mantras which help to focus and
increase the flow of Reiki energy through you. Expanding your intuitive
energy awareness, you will use tools and techniques that will support
you developing your own Reiki practice, or simply deepen your
connection with Reiki and the ‘Oneness’ of everything.
Reiki II also teaches you how to provide remote healing, allowing you
the opportunity to work with more people, animals and situations than
previously. You develop an understanding of the 25 Points of the Tanran
Reiki System along with the practical considerations for building a Reiki
practice.
Pre-requisite
Reiki Level I and/or Equine Reiki Level I from any lineage or any teacher.
We will want to have a chat with you though to assess that you have
learnt the important basics of Reiki and may sent you some prior
reading, so all students will be on the same page.
Pre-Course Study
This course requires prior study time of approximately 6 hours, so the
major part of the actual course time (24 hours) is spent less with theory
and more with “hands on”.
Course Topic Overview
Following are the topics covered during the Reiki II and Equine Reiki II
course:
Tanran Reiki
Overview and refresh
Animal Reiki Practitioner Code of Ethics
Four suggested commitments for Animal Healers
The 3 Gestures of Tanran Reiki
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course overview
Advanced Reiki
The Tanran Reiki Symbols
Creating Sacred Space
Remote / Distance healing
Kotodamas
Methods for tracing disturbances and what to do
Japanese Reiki Techniques
Byosen Scanning
Practical considerations
Advanced energy balancing techniques
Surrogating
Deeper awareness of Tanran Reiki
The 25 points of the Tanran Reiki System
How Tanran Reiki differs from other lineages
Healing your horse with Reiki: Learning and practising
Approach
Creating and working in ‘sacred’ space
Receiving permission from the horse
The 3 gestures of Tanran Reiki
Anatomy and Meridians
Chakras
Special equine considerations, techniques and tips
Vital signs
Intuitive hand placements and ‘fall back’ positions
Deepening communication and understanding with the horse
How to listen and receive
What to look for
What to expect
What to allow for
Trusting oneself
Intuition and intent
Energetic connection
Complete Reiki Treatment on self and horse
Hands on
Hands off
Sensing and balancing energy and chakras
Long distance healings
Methods for tracing disturbances
Symbol usage and placement
First Aid treatment
Healing the past and the future
Session Report
Reiki and Riding
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course overview

Energy Awareness and Meditations
Personal space with horses
Meditating with your horse for healing
State of mind and animal Reiki treatment
Various meditations and techniques
Professional Equine Reiki Practice
How to show up
Practical considerations
Advertising and building of a practice
Treatment Protocol
Charging for sessions
Insurance
Liability Waiver
Code of Conduct

Plus
Animal Reiki
Connecting to your true Self
Japanese Reiki techniques
Supporting yourself on all levels of your being
Embracing your healing journey
By the completion of the three days you will have a theoretical and
practical base for humans and horses of:
The Reiki Precepts, The Reiki symbols, their origins and meanings
Remote healing, including healing past, present and future
Using the symbols for remote healing, manifesting goals, healing
emotional trauma, sacred space and cleansing
The structure of illness and the essence of healing
Receiving attunements
The human and horse energy field, the aura and chakras
Practical uses of Reiki
Giving and receiving treatments, including self-treating
Detecting energy imbalances and treating
Hand positions for treating self, others and horses
The Guiding Principles of Tanran Reiki and Equine Reiki
Working with horses in different environments
The Basic and Advanced Horse Reiki Treatment Process
Strengthening relationships with horses through treatments
Establishing a Reiki Business
Establishing business practices including; How to Complete Intake
Forms, Client Reports, Session Reports and Release and Waivers
Practitioner Self-Care Tips, Meditations and Daily Practices and
more…
Fun and enjoyment with like- and heart-minded people and horses
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course dates and venues 2019
October 12-14th 2019
Banyandah Naturally
Howlong NSW

contact
www.equinereiki.com.au

info@equinereiki.com.au

Sonja Bollnow - 0435 776 985
Jenny Mckenzie - 0400 422 089

find us on social media
https://www.facebook.com/EquineReiki-1893070660918173/
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